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ABSTRACT

Today, the science of man's subjective e)merience is
in its infancy. But if it gains momentum, its consequences may be
even more far-reaching than those which emerged from the Copernican,
Darwinian, and Freudian revolutions. The following pTopositions have
accumulated an impressive amount of substantiating evidence: 1) The
potentialities of the individual are far greater than we ordinarily
imagine them to be and far greater than current models of man would
lead us to think possible; 2) A far greater portion of significant
human experience than we ordinarily feel or assume to IDe_p is
comprised of unconscious processes; 3) Included in these processes
are self-expectations and images of ourselves, others, and the
future, which tend to be self-fulfilling. The new science will take
these features into account. By doing so, it may ennoble the image of
the individual's possibilities, of the educational and socializing
processes, and of the future. Since the image man has of the future
is crucial in determining what he does with it, such a science will
be more useful than the older, mechanistic one in helping man
survive. (in()
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There are many signs that men may be undertaking
a systematic exploration of the vast, imperfectly
known universe of his own being, a step as epochal
as his construction of a science of the galaxies.
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by WILLIS W. HARMAN

AS FUTURE HISTORIANS look back on our times

what will they conclude to have been the
most significant event of the present dec-

ade in terms of its impact on the future? The
riots in the cities? The \Tiernan] War? The Great
Society programs? The hippie movement? Stu-

dent protest? Technological and scientific advances? Man to the moon?

None of these. I would make bold to guess.
Nor any of the events or trend discontinuities
which the in-vogue forecasters are picking- out
with their current methodologies. I will suggest
below tllat it will be something quite different
from ary of these, an event perhaps well symbolized by an obscure scientific conference to be
held in Council Grove. Kansas. in April 1969.
What follows is a report on research in process. It does not pretend to present demonstrated
conclusions. Rather, it raises questions and advances possible interpretations which are so mo-

mentous in their possible implications for the

co

future that the fullest possible amount of responsible dialogue is called for.
ET US SUPPOSE. for a moment that we are back

in the year i600. concerned with forecasting probable future trends. In retrospect
it is clear that one of the most significant events

in progress was what came later to be called the
Copernican revolution. Wcuild our futurist researches have picked this up? They might have,
if we were looking at the right things. What was
the essence of this remarkable trzinsformation that
started with the brash suggestions of Nicholas
Copernicus and Giordano Bruno and led to consequences as diverse as a tremendous acceleration
in physical science and a decline in the politic-al
power of the Church? One useful interp:-,Ttation
is that a group of questions relating to the position of the Farth in the universe, and the nature
and significance Of the heavenly bodies passeCi
out of the realm of the theological and philosophical and into the realm of empirical i!lquiry. No
longer were these questions to be settled by referring to this or that e-clesiastical or scholarly

authority: rather they were to be subjected to
illumination by systematic observation and experiments. The consequences of such a shift are
manifold. New research activities are started:
familiar phenomena are given new interpretations: educational approaches are altered: power
structures in society undergo change: new bases
for consensus are applied to conflicts between belief systems.

A later similar event occurred with the work of
the geologists, paleontologists, and biologists of

the nineteenth century culmMating in t he controversial evolutionary hypotheses. Questions relat-

ing to the origin of the earth and of man were
relabeled "empirical" instead of "theological."
Again the conseql1CIWCS reverberated throughout

the worlds of research. education. and politics.
I believe there is good reason to suspect that we
are in the midst of atunher such saltation today.
Much evidence suggests that a group of yie.clions
irlating to the commonality of and inIclprelation

In the field of clinical psychology several scientists are pr( posing to f()rm uiate through their
researches "a nat ural value system. a court of ultimate appeal for the determination of good and
bad, of right and wrong" (A. II. Maslow). "universal human vahte direct i(ms emerging from the
experiencing of the human organism" (Carl Rogers).

An e\ cr-increasing number of students, now in
the millions at least. ;11V involved with "aware-

of mall.% .subjecli7,c expericnce, especially of the

ness-expanding" activities in free-university

-transcendental.- and hence to the bases of human 7-alues. are shifting from the realm of the
- philosophical- to the "empirical.- If so. the consequences mal, be even more far-reaching than
those 11,hich emerged from the Copernimn. Darwinian. and Freudian revolutions.

courses and elsewhere. This concern is intimately
related to student demands for a person-centered,
rather than sc holarship-centered. education.

The evidence is of various sorts. The most obvious kind, of course, is simply the indications

that scientiststhat is, persons with recognized
scientific training, on the staffs of research organizations and universities with high standards, and

holding membership in good standing in recognized scientific associations--are manifesting
more and more interest in developing an adequate science of ordinary and exFraordinary subjective experience. This is not completely new, of
course. The phenomena of hyposis have been
studied in a scientific way, off and on. for at least
a century and a half. Phenomenology has been a
sometime influence in psychology. Freud's psychoanalysis and its offshoots have attempted to
probe the unconscious processes. Pioneering
books in the exploration of supraconscious processes include F.W.H. Myers' Human Personality
and Its Survival of Bodily Death, Richard Bucke's
Cosmic Consciousness, William James' Varieties
of Religious Experience. and Pitirirn Sorokin's

Tin.: scIENcE OF man's subjective experience

is in its infancy. Even so. some of its foreshadowings are evident. With the classification of these questions into the realm of empirical inquiry. we czm anticipate an acceleration
of research in this are. As a consequence there is
new hope of consensw, on issues which have been
at the root of conflict for centuries (just as earlier
there came about consensus on the place of the
Farth in die universe, and on the origin of man).
The new science will incorporate the most penetrating insights of psychology. the humanities.
and religion. These developments will have profound impacts on goal priorities in society, on our

co:Icepts of education. on the further development and use of technology, and perhaps (as in
the case of the Copernican revolution) on the distribution of power among social institutions and
interest groups.
Young and incomplete as the science of subjective experience is. it nevertheless already contains
what may very \veil be extremely significant precursors of tom(wrow's image of man's potentiali-

ing approximately two-thirds of a century old.
Early in i 969 the 'first issue will appear of the

ties. Space d()es not permit documenting them
here: however, the following three propositions
have accunntlated an impressive amount of sub-

JOU Mal of Transpersonal Psychology, dedicated

stantiating evidence:

The Ways and PoWer of Love, the first three be-

to the systematic exploration of "transpersonal
experience." The April 1969 Council Grove
(Kansas) conference on "voluntary control of inner states." cosponsored by the Menninger Foundation and the American Association for Human-

istic Psychology, represents an unprecedented
assemblage of scientists working with altered
states of consciousness through such techniques
as autohypnosis and group hypnosis. aural feedback of alphawave signals, and psychedelic drugs.

Tiw potentialities of the individual human being
are far greater. in extent and diversity, than we
ordinarily iznagine them to be. and far greater than
currently in-% ogue models of man would lead us
to think possible.
A far greater portion of significant human experience than we ordinarily feel or assume to be so is
colnpriwd of unconscious processes. This includes
not Only the sort of repressed menlories and messages familiar to us through psychotherapy. It in-

cludes also "the wisdom of the body" and those
::lysterious realms of experience we refer to with

will be a I claxing of 111 subjective()bier ive dichounnv. .1 he range Iwiween perceptions sh:ocd by tll or practica ly n1l. and hosc

such words as "intuition" and "creativity." Access
to these unconscious processes is apparently facilitated by a wide variety of factols. including atten-

ill teristic s

tion to feelings and emotions, inner attention,

arc unique to one individual. will be assumed to be much more of a «flitinuuni than a

"free association," hypnosis, sensory deprivation,
hallucinogenic and psychedelic drugs. and others.
1111

sit:11p division between "the world out there'' and
what goes on "in my head."
Related to this will be the incorporation. in some
form, of the age-old vet radical doctrine that we
per«ive the world aml ourselves in it as we have
been culturally "hypnotized** to perceive it. The

Included in these partly or largely unconscious
processes arc self-expectations, internalized expectations of others, images of the self and limitations
of the self, and images of the future, which play a
predominant role in limiting or enhancing actual-

ization ot one's capacities. These tend to be self-

tYpic al comnionsense-sc ientific view of reality will
be considered to be :1 Valid bll 1);111111

fulfilling. Nitwit recent research has focused on the
role of self-expectations and ('N pecta (ions of others
in affecting performance. and on the improvement
of performance level through enhancing self-image.
On the social level research findings are buttressing
the intuitive wisdom that 0111' of the most important characteristics of any society is its vision of itself and its future, what Boulding calls "organizing
images." The validity of the sdf-fulfilling prophecy
and the self-realizing image appears to grow steadily in confirmation.

11

Assuming that the evidence substantiating
these propositions continues to mount, they have

ness," the "enlightenment" of Zen. and similar

the most profound implications for the future.

ke account of the subjective experiencing
11% (iellPtt sa).
of a "higher self" and will view favorably the development of a self-image congruent with this ex-

For they say most powerfully that we have under-

I-t1

sold man, underestimated his possibilities, and
misunderstood what is needed for what BouldMg
terms "the great transition.- They imply that the
most profound revolution of the educational system would not be the cybernation of knowledge
transmission, but the infusion of an exalted image of what man can be and the cultivation of an

perienc(' (Bugenta l's "I-process." Emerson's "Over-

soul," Assagioli's "True Self," Brunton's "Oversell." the Atman of Vedanta, and so on).

It will allow for a much more unified view of
human experiences now categorized under such diverse headings as creativity. hypnosis. mystical experiend e. psychedelic drugs. extra-sensory perception, psychokinesis. and related phenomena.

enhanced self-image in each individual child.
',Utley imply that the solution to the alienation
and widespread disaffection in ollr society is not
alone in vast social programs, but will come about
through widespread adoption of a new image of
our fellow man and our relationship to him. They
suggest that the most pervasive illness of our nation is loss of the guiding vision, and the cure is
to be !'ound in a nobler image of man aml of a society in which his gTowth may be better nurtured.
l'hey reas:;ure that an image of fully-human man

and of a new social order need not be built of
the gossamer of wishful thinking, but can have a
sound foundation in the research findings of the
most daring explorers ot the nature of man and
his universe.
It is perhaps not too early to predict some of
the characteristics of the new science. Preliminary indications suggest at least the toilowing:
Ahhounzh we have been speaking of it as a science
of subjective experience. one of its dominant char-

partic ular metaphor. so to speak. Others. such ;Is
ims.vciii be considered also. and even equally. valid but imire appropriate for certain areas of human experience.
Tlw new sden«. will incorporate some wav of referring to the Subic( live experiencing of a unity in
all things (the "More" of William James. the "All"
of Bugental, the "divine Ground" of .1ldous Huxley's The Perrnnial Philmophy).
It will include some sort of mapping or ordering
of states of consciousness transcending the usual
conscious awareness (Bucke's "Cosmic Consciouscertain religious or tip-I.:11)11%0st( al

It will include a 'much more unified view of the
processes of personal change and emergence which

take place within the «mtexts of psychotherapy.
education (in the sense of "know thyself"). and religion (as spiritual growth). This view will possibly

center around the concept that personality and
behavior patterns change consequent upon a
change in self-image, a modification of the person's

emotionally frit perception of himself and his relationship to his environment.

John Rader Platt has argued in The Step to
3Ianas have Kenneth Boulding and Teilhard
de Chardin before himthat the present point
in the history of man may well, when viewed in
retrospect by some future generation, appear as
a relatively sudden cultural step. The portentous
impact of the new technology is the heady yet
sobering realization that we have the future in
our hands, that man recognizes his role as. to use
Julian I I uxley's phrase. 'a trustee ot evolution
on this earth.- l he new man, "homo progressi-

3

Willis W. 1 I Alt \TA \ WAS awarded the Ph.D. at Stanford in

1 18 and joined the fac ulty of Ow Depat t ntent of
l c tric al Engineering in 1952. with a particular interest
in systems analysis. During the mid-I 4:Hicrs. :is his interests
In-0:idened to include analysis of social systems. he moved

into the newly formed Department of EngineeringEconomic Systems. Ile became dire( tor of om of the two
Educational Policy Rc:earch Centers set up last year by
Offic of Education to explore "alternative
the t
futures" for education and for society. .1 search for "the
issues behind the issues" in education led to comparisons
of alternative philosophies and belief systems. and th:c,
led in turn to the tentative conclusions reported
in this paper.

vus- in Ted hard de Chardin's workis, is described

by Lancelot Law Whyte as "unitary man,- by
Lewis Mumfm-d as the "new person,- and by
I lenry A. Murray as an "ally of the future.- The
challenge of our thne is whether we make "the
step to man- or our Faustian powers prove our
undoing and the whole vast machine goes off the
track through the strains of internecine conflict
and degradation of the environment.
To become the new man and to construct the
new moral order require a guiding image which
is worthy of the task. Man's highest learning has
seemed to comprise. in C. P. Snow's terms. not

THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE of our dominant

basic assumptions regarding the interpretation of subjective experience can be made
more specific. At the surface level. so to speak.
the nation is beset by numerous social problems
which we point to with the terms poverty, crime,

racial discrimination. civil disorder, unemployment. pollution, and the like. Experience with

one culture but two. And the noblest of the

attempts to deal straightforwardly with these

images of man to be found in the culture of the
humanities appeared somehow alien to the culture of the sciences. The preceding arguments

prob!ems-- --to tackle discrimination with civilrights legislat:op. to alleviate the ills of poverty
with minimum-wage laws and welfare payments,

suggest this this state of affairs is probably a temporary one. For eKample. Ernest 11,..cker proposes
that the two culttn-es can be joined in a true science of man throu5,h admission of the universal

to eliminate ghettos with urban-renewal pro-

value statement that that xvhich estranges man
from himself is unwholesome. Whether this or
something else becomes the unifying principle.
the rectmciliation may soon take place. On the
one hand. we wiil come to use comfortably many

pluralistic images of aspects of manone for his
biochemical ftmetioning. another perhaps for
dealing with
pathologies, still another for
encompassing his most fully human actions and
proclivities. But on the other hand we vil 1 find
nothing incompatible between any of these and
an overarching image of what man can be. or
perhaps more acci irately. can come to realize that
he is already.

grams. to deal with -ivil disorders by increasing

police power-- indicates that such direct measures typically have unexpected and unintended
outcomes. It is as though an "ecology of situations- were upset by a piecemeal approach.
The reason appears to be intrinsic. It seems
that these manifest problems are in a sense symptoms of underlying conditions that are more pervasive :Ind less easy to objectify. At another level

these probletns reside in the institutions of the
society. in built-in power distributions, in the
traditional roles to which persons are trained, in
the time-hallowed structmes and processes. .-kt a
still deeper level they involve the most basic assumptions. attitudes. and felt values held by the

individual aml promoted by the culture. The
most carefully designed social measures will not

4

achieve their desired goals unless they involve
it(4. only raticmally designed programs and structures. but also changes in deeply-rooted beliefs.

values. attitudes. and behavior patterns, both of
the individuals who constitute "the problem populations" and of the self-righteous others who assume that they are not implicated.
An analogy with the process of psychotherapy
may reassure that in attending to these underlying conditions we are dealing with that which is
more, not less, real and relevant. In the end the
neurotic discovers that he was divided against
himself, and in a sense lying to himself to conceal that condition. So it may be with our social
problems that the significant constructive change
first of all an inner one rather than outer, and
in the direction of recognizing the hidden lies
and resolving the hidden divisions. To put it in
somewhat different terms, just as it is possible
for a person to have a pathological set of beliefs
about himself, so it may be possible for our society to possess a dysfunctional belief and value
system.

In fact, much of today's student unrest centers
around the accusation that the society's operative
assumptions about man's deepest desires are in-

deed not consistent with individual inner experience nor in the long-term interest of man or
society. A dominant theme among disaffected stu-

dents is that the American corporate capitalist
system manipulates and oppresses the individual.
THUS IT IS NOT solely in an idealistic vein

that the new science of subjective experience is hailed as having profound significance. It has survival value as well.
Several recent scholars of the future such as
Robert Heilbroner, Kenneth Boulding, and Fred
Polak have made much of the concept that it is
the image of the future which is the key to that
future coming into realiiation. "Every society has
an image of the future which is its real dynamic."
As previously noted, much evidence has been
accumulated to indicate that the power of the
image may be far greater than we have heretofore
suspected.

To whatever extent the science of the past may
have contributed to a mechanistic and economic

possibilities, of the educational and socializing
processes, an(I of the fut.ure. And since we have
undeistand that science is not a des( ripcome
ticm of "reality" }nit a metaphorical ordering of
experience, the new science does not impugn the
old. It is not a qtzestion of Ivhich view is "true"
in some ultimate sense. Rather, it is a matter of
which picture is more useful in guiding human
affairs. Among the possible images that are reas(mablv in aeci)rd with accumulzned human experience. since the image held is that most likely
to come into being. it is prudent to choose the
noblest.

It is strange to observe that at this point in history when we literally have the knowledge and
material resources to do almost anything we can

imaginefrom putting a man on the moon, to
exploring the depths of the oceans, to providing
an adequate measure of life's goods to every person on earth--we also seem the most confused
about what is worth doing. The great problems
facing us are a sort where we need belief in ourselves and will to act even more than we need
new technologies, creative social program concepts, and program budgeting. At a time when
the nation may well be in its gTavest peril in over
a century. and Western civilization may hang in

the balance, it could even come to pass that a
new "Copernican revolution" might provide a
missing balance in some four-century-old trends
started by the first one.
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